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Abstract. The extent to which water uptake influences the light scattering ability of marine sea
spray aerosol (SSA) particles depends critically on SSA chemical composition. The organic
fraction of SSA can increase during phytoplankton blooms, decreasing the salt content and
15

therefore the hygroscopicity of the particles. In this study, subsaturated hygroscopic growth factors
at 85% relative humidity (GF(85%)) of predominately submicron SSA particles were quantified
during two induced phytoplankton blooms in marine aerosol reference tanks (MARTs). One
MART was illuminated with fluorescent lights and the other was illuminated with sunlight,
referred to as the “indoor” and “outdoor” MARTs, respectively. Optically weighted GF(85%)
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values for SSA particles were derived from measurements of light scattering and particle size
distributions. The mean optically weighted SSA diameters were 530 nm and 570 nm for the indoor
and outdoor MARTs, respectively. The GF(85%) measurements were made concurrently with
online particle composition measurements, including bulk composition (using an Aerodyne highresolution aerosol mass spectrometer) and single particle (using an aerosol time-of-flight mass
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spectrometer) measurement, and a variety of water-composition measurements. During both
microcosm experiments, the observed optically-weighted GF(85%) values were depressed
substantially relative to pure, inorganic sea salt, by 5 to 15%. There was also a time lag between
GF(85%) depression and the peak chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) concentrations, by either one (indoor
MART) and three-to-six (outdoor MART) days. The fraction of organic matter in the SSA particles
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generally increased after the Chl-a peaked, also with a time lag, and ranged from about 0.25 to 0.5
by volume. The observed depression in the GF(85%) values (relative to pure sea salt) is consistent
1

with the large observed volume fractions of non-refractory organic matter (NR-OM) comprising
the SSA. The GF(85%) values exhibited a reasonable negative correlation with the SSA NR-OM
volume fractions after the peak of the blooms (i.e. Chl-a maxima), i.e. the GF(85%) values
generally decreased when the NR-OM volume fractions increased. The GF(85%) versus NR-OM
5

volume fraction relationship was interpreted using the Zdanovskii-Stokes-Robinson (ZSR) mixing
rule, and used to estimate the GF(85%) of the organic matter in the nascent SSA. The estimated
pure NR-OM GF(85%) values were 1.16 ± 0.09 and 1.23 ±0.10 for the indoor and outdoor
MARTS, respectively. These measurements demonstrate a clear relationship between SSA particle
composition and the sensitivity of light scattering to variations in relative humidity. The
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implications of these observations to the direct climate effects of SSA particles are discussed.

2

1

Introduction
Aerosols impact climate directly by scattering and absorbing solar radiation and indirectly by

modifying cloud properties (IPCC, 2013). Sea spray aerosol (SSA) particles are a major source of
natural aerosols to the atmosphere and dominate the pre-industrial clear-sky direct radiative effects
5

over the ocean (Haywood et al., 1999). Breaking waves in the ocean entrain air into seawater
leading to the formation of bubbles, which burst at the ocean’s surface, producing SSA particles
(Lewis and Schwartz, 2004). The climate impacts of SSA particles depend critically on their
composition, shape, and size (Carslaw et al., 2013; Pilinis et al., 1995). Given typical size
distributions for particles in the marine boundary layer, both the submicron (300-1000 nm) and
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supermicron (~1-5 μm) size ranges contribute to light scattering, with the relative contributions
varying depending on location and conditions (Kleefeld et al., 2002). Under humidified conditions,
the size of SSA particles is modified through water uptake and loss, which are a strong function
of chemical composition (Saxena et al., 1995). The overall mass of SSA particles is dominated by
sodium chloride and other inorganic ions, but organic compounds can also contribute substantially
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to the total mass, especially in the submicron size regime (Facchini et al., 2008; Keene et al., 2007;
O'Dowd et al., 2004). Larger organic matter-to-salt ratios occur in the submicron mode through
the formation of film drops, since surface-active organics can become enriched in the thin film
prior to bubble bursting (Skop et al., 1994; Stefan and Szeri, 1999; Tseng et al., 1992), but it has
also been shown that supermicron particles can also contain organic and biological markers (Quinn
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et al., 2015). Since organic compounds are universally less hygroscopic than inorganic sea salt
(Petters and Kreidenweis, 2007), their transfer to SSA will lead to less water uptake and, thus, less
scattering than in the case of pure inorganic sea salt particles of the same size.
Previous studies have linked the suppression of water uptake of ambient SSA particles to
increasing fractions of marine-derived organic matter in the ambient atmosphere (Vaishya et al.,
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2013; Ovadnevaite et al., 2011; Lawler et al., 2014; Hegg et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2014).
Phytoplankton blooms lead to chemical changes in seawater and serve as a source of particulate
and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) to the system, which is then processed by other microorganisms as part of the microbial loop (Pomeroy et al., 2007). These chemical and biological
changes in the seawater can impact SSA particle composition (Prather et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2015;
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O'Dowd et al., 2004). The organic fraction of SSA particles has been correlated to metrics for high
biological activity, such as chlorophyll-a, in some studies (O'Dowd et al., 2004; Facchini et al.,
3

2008), but not others (Quinn et al., 2014). Some lab studies have observed small depressions in
water uptake by SSA particles produced from natural seawater relative to synthetic, inorganic
seawater (Sellegri et al., 2008; Modini et al., 2010; Fuentes et al., 2011; Park et al., 2014).
However, all of these studies have focused on particles smaller than ~150 nm, for which variations
5

in composition have bigger impacts on cloud condensation nuclei concentrations (Dusek et al.,
2006; Farmer et al., 2015). Substantially less is understood about the connections between
seawater composition and the water uptake properties of the larger submicron particles that
contribute more to light scattering. The connection between biological and chemical characteristics
of seawater and the resulting SSA particle composition, and consequently hygroscopicity, has
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therefore not been fully established.
To better understand the connection between SSA particle composition and water uptake as it
relates to light scattering in particular, two microcosm experiments were conducted in July 2014
as part of IMPACTS (Investigation into Marine Particle Chemistry and Transfer Science). Through
the addition of light and nutrients, phytoplankton blooms were induced in natural seawater. Marine
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aerosol reference tanks (MARTs) were used to produce SSA particles via intermittent plunging of
a sheet of water, which reproduces the bubble size distribution of whitecaps in the ocean (Lee et
al., 2015; Stokes et al., 2013). Studying the SSA particles produced during these microcosm studies
can provide insights into the linkage between hygroscopicity of nascent SSA particles and ocean
biology in an environment that is isolated from anthropogenic influence or background particles.

20

The simultaneous measurement of submicron SSA particle water uptake and of particle
composition here demonstrate that variations in seawater biology and composition influence water
uptake by SSA particles.
2
2.1

25

Methods
MART Description and Operation
Two separate experiments were conducted during July 2014 utilizing MARTs. Detailed

information on the performance and operation of MARTs can be found in Stokes et al. (2013) and
only a brief description will be provided here. SSA particles were generated in an enclosed 210 L
acrylic tank via an intermittent plunging sheet of water operated on a computer-controlled 4seconds-on, 4-seconds-off cycle to allow for surface foam evolution and dissipation close to what
4

would be observed for natural whitecaps in the ocean. The plunging cycle creates a constant,
reproducible concentration of nascent SSA particles in the 90 L headspace, with SSA particle size
distributions produced in the MARTs generally consistent with those observed for SSA particles
from lab generated breaking waves (Stokes et al., 2013). SSA particles sampled from the MARTs
5

are primary, since the average residence time in the MARTs is much shorter than the time scale
required for secondary processing of SSA particles (e.g. heterogeneous gas-phase reactions) (Lee
et al., 2015). SSA particles from the headspace were sampled periodically each day by instruments
that characterized SSA particle size distributions, composition, and optical and hygroscopic
properties. SSA were sampled from the MART headspace and transported through an
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approximately 2 m long line of 3/8 in. conductive tubing into a laminar flow manifold from which
the instruments sampled. Due to the limited headspace volume and flow restrictions, not all
instruments in this study could sample simultaneously. During individual sampling periods, only
a subset of the full instrument suite sampled from the MARTs. The flow rate of zero air going into
the MART and the flow being pulled from the MART by the instruments, as well as sampling
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times for each group of instruments, are provided in Table 1. The flow into the MART was always
1 LPM greater than the combined instrument pull to ensure positive pressure in the headspace,
which eliminated possibility of sampling of room air. The shape of the measured particle size
distributions were relatively independent of flow rate for the range of flow rates considered while
sampling from the MARTs, although the residence time of individual particles decreases as the
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flow rate increases (Stokes et al., 2013). The air pushed into the MART was produced by a zero
air generator (Sabio Instruments, Model 1001), with air flow controlled by a mass flow controller.
The excess flow was released through a vent on the MART. The different flow rates through the
MART and through the sample tubing for each sampling configuration led to some differences in
the size distribution sampled by the downstream instrumentation.
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The procedure for inducing phytoplankton blooms inside of the MARTs will be briefly
described here; further general details can be found in Lee et al. (2015). The MARTs were filled
with ~120 L of seawater each collected from the SIO pier in La Jolla, California, USA
(32°51´56.8"N: 117° 15´38.48"W). Debris and zooplankton were filtered out of the seawater with
50 μm mesh. Phytoplankton growth was induced by exposure to artificial or natural light and the
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addition of growth media, which is described further in Lee et al. . The two independent MART
experiments will be referred to according to the MART location during the growth phase, either
5

"indoor" or "outdoor". The indoor MART was illuminated using 5700 K full spectrum lights, while
the outdoor MART was illuminated with sunlight. A key difference between these two
experiments is the intensity of the photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) during growth. The
PAR was much greater for the outdoor MART compared to the indoor MART (PAR~1000-1500
5

μE m-2 s-1 (Bouvet et al., 2002) versus ~70 μE m-2 s-1), which likely resulted in a much larger peak
Chl-a concentration for the outdoor MART, 51 μg L-1 (outdoor) versus 10 g L-1 (indoor). An
additional difference between the two microcosms was that the seawater was collected on different
days, 8 July for the indoor MART and 19 July for the outdoor MART. The conditions of the
seawater at time of collection are detailed in Table 2.
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On 9 July, particles from the indoor MART were sampled immediately following nutrient
addition. Further sampling was delayed until Chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) concentrations exceeded
approximately 12 μg L-1, which occurred seven days after nutrient addition. (The same seawater
as used in the indoor MART was added to a separate MART and sampled immediately after
collection and before nutrient addition. However, the resulting particle size distribution from this
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MART differed substantially from those measured from the indoor MART, with a much greater
contribution of large particles. Thus, the measurements from this separate MART are not directly
comparable to the measurements from the indoor MART and are not considered further.) The
outdoor MART was only sampled after Chl-a concentrations exceeded approximately 12 μg L-1,
which occurred three days after nutrient addition. This delay in sampling from when the water and
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nutrients were first added to the MARTs is necessary because the plunging process can lead to
lysis of the phytoplankton cells during this vulnerable growth period, which will inhibit
phytoplankton growth (Lee et al., 2015). Ultimately, SSA from the initially collected water from
the indoor MART was sampled on 9 July, and subsequent sampling commenced periodically from
19 July through 31 July, i.e. beginning 11 days after the water was collected. Sampling from the
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outdoor MART did not commence until 22 July, continuing through 1 August. During the growth
period and the off-sampling periods, air was gently bubbled through the tank to provide aeration.
Sampling from the MARTs was performed daily once the threshold chlorophyll-a concentrations
were reached.

6

2.2

Instrumentation
A variety of online and offline measurements were made to characterize water composition

and particles generated within the MARTs. A general sampling schematic is shown in Figure 1
and a list of the instrumentation used is given in Table 1. As only a limited number of instruments
5

were able to sample concurrently from the MART due to flow limitations, the individual sampling
configurations (i.e. groupings of instruments sampling at the same time) are indicated; three
specific instrument groupings are considered. The sampling times of each group relative to Group
1 are listed in Table 1 and a more detailed schematic of Group 1 optical and sizing measurements
is provided in Figure S1. (The specific timing was dictated by the broader goals of IMPACTS.) A
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general description of the key instrumentation used as part of this study is provided below. Group
1 sampled for 1.5 h, group 2 sampled for 2 h, and Group 3 for sampled 1 h each day that sampling
was conducted.
2.2.1 Online particle measurements
Size distributions for dried particles (RH < 20%) were measured with a scanning electrical
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mobility sizer (SEMS; BMI; model 2002), and an aerodynamic particle sizer (APS; TSI Inc.;
Model 3321). The SEMS combines a differential mobility analyzer (DMA) and a mixing
condensation particle counter (MCPC) to characterize particles according to their mobility
diameter (dp,m). The APS characterizes particles according to their aerodynamic diameter (dp,a).
The SEMS characterized particles over the range 10 nm < dp,m < 1900 nm and the APS over the
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range 0.7 μm < dp,a < 20 μm. The SEMS size distributions were corrected for the influence of
multiply charged particles using software provided by the manufacturers. No diffusion correction
was performed, which has negligible influence on this study because the smallest particles (<100
nm), which are sensitive to diffusion corrections, contribute negligibly to the observed scattering.
The APS had a time resolution of 1 minute, while the SEMS had a time resolution of 5 minutes
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and the APS distributions were accordingly averaged to 5 minutes to facilitate generation of a
merged size distribution. The SEMS and APS distributions were merged using the SEMS
distribution up to 1 m and the (dp,m equivalent) APS distribution at larger diameters. The APS
dp,a values were converted to mobility equivalent values assuming a particle density of 1.8 g cm-3.
The hygroscopicity of the SSA particles was characterized through simultaneous
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measurement of light extinction coefficients (bext) for particles that were either dried to RH < 20%
7

(“dry”) or humidified to RH ~85% (“wet”) using the UC Davis cavity ringdown spectrometer
(CRD) (Langridge et al., 2011; Cappa et al., 2012). Light absorption by the SSA particles was
negligible, and thus extinction is equal to scattering, i.e. bext = bsca. The dry particle measurements
were made at wavelengths of 532 nm and 405 nm, while the wet particle measurements were made
5

only at 532 nm. It should be noted that the humidified particle stream was generated without first
drying the particles, and thus it is unlikely that the sampled particles had effloresced.
Humidification was achieved by passing the particles through a Nafion humidifier (Permapure,
MD-110-12) while drying was achieved by passing the particles through a diffusion denuder filled
with Drierite. Both the humidifier and drier were oriented vertically to prevent differential losses
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due to sedimentation, which could bias the measurements. The fundamental performance of the
CRD method for wet particles is the same for dry particles, but variations and uncertainty in the
relative humidity (RH) contribute to the uncertainty in the measured bext. The RH for the
humidified channel varied between 80-87% due to challenges in maintaining a constant
temperature in the open-air Scripps Hydraulics Lab; these variations are accounted for in the
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analysis as described below. The RH of the air was measured directly in the CRD cells using RH
probes (Vaisala, HMP50) that were calibrated against saturated salt solutions. The wet (high RH)
and dry (low RH) particle measurements are combined to provide a characterization of the extent
of water uptake at a given RH, which causes particles to grow through the parameter f(RH), where:
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𝑓(𝑅𝐻) =

𝑏𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑅𝐻ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ )
𝑏𝑒𝑥𝑡 (𝑅𝐻𝑙𝑜𝑤 )

=

𝑏𝑠𝑐𝑎 (𝑅𝐻ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ )

(1).

𝑏𝑠𝑐𝑎 (𝑅𝐻𝑙𝑜𝑤 )

The parameter f(RH) is RH-specific, and is most appropriate when RHlow is sufficiently low that
there is little, if any particle-phase water. The accuracy of the f(RH) measurements, as well as the
conversion to equivalent growth factors (GF, Section 2.2.3), were tested through measurements
25

made using sodium chloride and ammonium sulfate particles that were generated using an
atomizer.
The CRD (and SEMS) alternated between sampling behind a PM2.5 cyclone and with no explicit
size cut (referred to as PMall) every ten minutes to try and determine f(RH) and GF values
separately for smaller and larger particles. Note that particles were sampled through the PM2.5
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cyclone prior to being dried (RH~70%) and thus the effective size cut for the subsequently dried
particles is somewhat less than 2.5 μm, depending on the exact water content of the particles at
70% RH. Since the measured size distributions indicate minimal contributions from particles with
dp,a > 2.5 μm, the PM2.5 and PMall measurements will generally be considered together.
5

An aerosol time of flight mass spectrometer (ATOFMS) (Gard et al., 1998; Pratt et al., 2009)
was used to characterize the composition of individual dried SSA particles with vacuum
aerodynamic diameters (dva) from ~300 nm to 3 μm, with the highest transmission and sampling
of particles with dva ~1-2 μm (Wang et al., 2015). The ATOFMS single particle spectra have been
analyzed using a statistical clustering algorithm (ART-2a) that groups particles with similar spectra
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together (Zhao et al., 2008). Six particle mass spectra categories were generated and are described
as: sea salt (SS), salt mixed with organic carbon (SSOC), predominately OC containing (OC),
containing a large Fe peak (Fe) and containing a large Mg Peak (Mg) (Lee et al., 2015; Sultana et
al., In Prep.; Wang et al., 2015). A campaign-average spectrum for each category is shown in
Figure S2. The combination of the aerodynamic lens transmission and the input particle size
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distribution determines the particular weighting of the average fractions of the ATOFMS particle
types (see Figure S3); in this study, the results are for the sampling-weighted average, which
corresponds approximately to a sampling-weighted average dva = 1.5 μm.
An Aerodyne high resolution time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS,
henceforth AMS) quantified mass concentrations of non-refractory (NR) components of dried SSA
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particles, in particular NR organic matter (NR-OM) but also other non-refractory (NR-PM)
components (Canagaratna et al., 2007). NR-PM species are defined as those that volatilize at ~600
°C on a time scale of a few seconds under vacuum (10-4 torr) conditions. No cyclone was used in
front of the AMS, and thus the size range of sampled SSA particles was determined by the sizedependent transmission of the aerodynamic lens, which nominally allowed for quantitative
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sampling of particles with dva between 90 nm and 700 nm (50% cut points at ~40 nm and ~1
micron), although some fraction of even larger particles were characterized (Wang et al., 2015).
The AMS data were analyzed using the SQUIRREL toolkit. The high resolution mass spectra were
analyzed using the PIKA toolkit to determine O/C atomic ratios for the NR-OM components. The
NR-OM fraction of total sampled PM was estimated by normalizing the NR-OM mass
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concentrations by PM1 concentrations determined from integration of the SEMS particle size
distributions using an assumed density of 1.8 g cm-3. Since a dva of 1 μm corresponds
9

approximately to a dp,m = 560 nm, the use of the SEMS size distribution is appropriate and the
derived NR-OM fractions can be considered reflective of the submicron SSA composition. It is
important to note that while the temporal trends of the AMS NR-OM/PM1 fractions are likely
reflective of the general behavior, the absolute values are more difficult to quantify because NR5

OM associated with particles containing high sea salt fractions may not be vaporized efficiently
by the AMS due to the refractory nature of sea salt (Frossard et al., 2014) and to the susceptibility
of SSA particles to particle “bounce” in the AMS. Consequently, the SSA particles, including the
NR-OM component, are detected with a collection efficiency (CE) lower than unity (Frossard et
al., 2014). One previous study (Ovadnevaite et al., 2012) determined the CE value for organic-free
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sea salt sampled when RH < 70% is approximately 0.25. However, they also note that the CE is
potentially instrument dependent, and further may not be applicable to the organic fraction in sea
spray particles due to differences in ionization efficiency (which is a component of the overall CE)
(Ovadnevaite et al., 2012). It is also possible that the CE differs between particles that have
differing relative amounts of OM and sea salt. Despite such uncertainties in quantification of
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NR-OM by the AMS for sea spray particles, the NR-OM mass concentrations for the sampled SSA
particles were determined in this study assuming CE = 0.25. The measured NR-OM mass
concentrations were used to calculate NR-OM volume concentrations assuming a density (ρ) of
1.0 g/cm3. A value of 1.0 g/cm3 for ρOM is consistent with that of fatty acids (ρ < 1 g/cm3), which
are a significant fraction of marine-derived OM (Cochran et al., 2016; Mochida et al., 2002).
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However, this value serves as a lower bound for ρOM because OM with higher densities, such as
sugars (ρ ~ 1.7 g/cm3), have also been observed in SSA (Quinn et al., 2015). The NR-OM volume
fractions of SSA (εorg) were calculated as the ratio between the observed NR-OM volume
concentrations and the integrated total particle volume concentrations from the size distribution
measurements. Given the use of a lower-limit value for ρOM the εorg are likely upper limits (not
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accounting for uncertainty in the assumed CE).
2.2.2 Optical closure methods
The f(RH) values measured using the CRD instrument have been used to determine
optically-weighted physical growth factors (GFs). For particles of a given size, the GF is defined
as:
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𝐺𝐹(𝑅𝐻) =

𝑑p (RHhigh )

(2)

𝑑p (RHlow )

where dp is the geometric particle diameter, which is equivalent to dp,m for spherical particles. For
clarity, in this work the optically-weighted GF will be indicated simply as GF, while size-specific
5

GF values will be indicated as GFx. SSA particle composition can vary with size (e.g. O’Dowd et
al., 2004), and thus GFx values may vary with size. The optically-weighted GF averages across
size-dependent variations in composition and GFx to focus on the chemical changes that most
influence water uptake by the particles that most contribute to light scattering. Unlike f(RH), GFx
values are independent of the dry particle size (above about 100 nm diameter) for particles of a
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given composition. Thus, variations in the optically-weighted GF values are driven only by
variations in particle composition, specifically variations in the average composition of particles
in the size range over which the optical measurements are most sensitive. For the measurements
here, the sensitive size range is between about 400 nm and 800 nm, with particles below 200 nm
contributing almost zero to the observed scattering (see Section 3.1 below).
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The observed f(RH) values are converted to GF(RH) values via optical closure. The optical closure
technique uses spherical particle Mie theory calculations and the measured size distributions and
f(RH) values to derive equivalent GF(RH) values. This methodology is described in detail in
Zhang et al. (2014). In brief, the dry scattering is first calculated from the measured dry particle
size distribution assuming a refractive index of 1.55 (the refractive index for NaCl), as:

20
𝑑𝑁

𝑏𝑠𝑐𝑎 = ∫ 𝜎𝑠𝑐𝑎 (𝑑𝑝,𝑚 ) ∙ 𝑑 log 𝑑

𝑝,𝑚

𝑑 log 𝑑𝑝,𝑚

(3)

where σsca is the size-dependent scattering cross section and dN/dlogdp,m is the number-weighted
size distribution. Then, each diameter for the dry distribution is multiplied by a trial value for
25

GF(RH), the refractive index of the particles is adjusted to account for the resulting volume
fraction of water, and the scattering by the resulting “wet” distribution is calculated, from which a
theoretical f(RH) value is determined. The calculated f(RH) is compared to the observed f(RH),
and if the two do not agree to within 0.01 the trial GF(RH) is increased until closure is obtained.
11

It is assumed that the growth factors are size independent, namely that GFx = GF for all dp. Thus,
this method retrieves an effective, optically-weighted GF value that explains the observed
influence of water uptake on light scattering for the sampled size distribution. An alternative
approach was considered in which the GFx were assumed to vary with size, specifically as GFx =
5

2.1 - b (log(1.8 μm) - log(dp,m)), and where the value of b was allowed to vary during the optical
closure, with the condition that GFx ≥ 0. (This expression assumes that particles with dp,m = 1.8
have a GFx = 2.1, i.e. that of NaCl. The GFx decrease as size decreases.) The derived b values
exhibit a similar temporal dependence as the derived optically-weighted GF values. The general
conclusions reached in this study are therefore independent of the assumptions made regarding the
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size-dependent behavior of GFx. Thus, rather than introducing an uncertain functional form, the
simpler assumption (namely, size-independent GFx values) is used here.
As the RH of the humidified channel was not perfectly constant during measurements, the
derived individual GF(RH) values have been adjusted to 85% by using Equation 4:
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𝑅𝐻
𝐴
)
exp(
𝑑𝑑 ∗𝐺𝐹(𝑅𝐻)

𝐺𝐹(𝑅𝐻)3 −1

=  𝐺𝐹(𝑅𝐻)3 −(1−𝜅)

(4)

where A is a constant, RH is relative humidity, dd is the dry particle diameter and κ is the effective
hygroscopicity parameter, which is assumed to be RH-independent (Petters and Kreidenweis,
2007). Here, the dd values used are the optically-weighted median diameters, which are calculated
20

by integrating the concentration-weighted size-dependent cross-sections (σsca(dp)). GF(85%)
values were determined by first calculating κ based on the measured GF(RH) and then
recalculating the GF at 85% RH.
The accuracy of this optical closure method, as well as of the initial f(RH) measurements,
was assessed by comparing the GF(85%) values determined for polydisperse distributions of NaCl
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and (NH4)2SO4 test particles, for which GF(85%) values are known. The measured GF(85%) for
NaCl was 2.09 +/- 0.03 and for (NH4)2SO4 was 1.59 +/- 0.05, which compare very well with
literature values of ~2.1 for NaCl (Cruz and Pandis, 2000; Laskina et al., 2015; Hansson et al.,
1998) for particle sizes ranging from 100 nm to 300 nm and ~1.55 for ammonium sulfate (Laskina
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et al., 2015; Wise et al., 2003) for 100 nm particles. (The reported experimental uncertainties are
1σ standard deviations over each measurement period.)
GF calculations for PMall utilized a combined size distribution from the SEMS and the APS,
with the merge point at a dp,m = 1000 nm. The APS sampled at a separate time from the CRD (see
5

Table 1). The CRD set-up also required dilution due to the 3 LPM required for the cyclone and a
total pull of ~6.3 LPM. Therefore, a dilution correction was applied to the APS distributions to
account for the different sampling scheme. Although this adjustment adds some uncertainty to the
PMall size distributions, the concentrations at larger sizes were very small and thus had minimal
influence on the derived GFs. For the PM2.5 sampling periods, only SEMS distributions were used.

10
3
3.1

Results
Size Distributions and Dry Particle Optical Closure
The daily and study average merged size distributions for each MART are shown in Figure

2A (indoor MART) and Figure 2B (outdoor MART). The day-to-day variations in the size
15

distributions were generally small. The average SSA particle number-weighted size distributions
from both MARTs peaked around dp,m = 100 nm and were relatively broad. The observed
concentration of supermicron particles (dp,m > 1000 nm) was somewhat lower than that previously
reported from a MART (Stokes et al., 2013) and likely reflects greater gravitational losses of
supermicron particles in the long sampling line used here (Figure S4). Since the hygroscopicity
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measurements discussed in this study are based on measurements made using polydisperse
distributions, it is useful to determine the effective, scattering-weighted particle diameters that
characterize the MART size distributions. The study average integrated scattering for each MART
was calculated from Mie theory using the observed dry particle size distributions (Figure 2C). The
dp,m at which 50% of the total scattering occurs were 570 nm for the outdoor MART and 530 nm
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for the indoor MART and particles with dp,m > 1000 nm contributed <10% of the total scattering
in both MARTs, indicating that the derived GF(85%) values for these two experiments are most
sensitive to submicron particles with dp,m values between about 400 nm and 800 nm.
The extent of agreement between the observed bsca for dry particles and the values calculated
from Mie theory using measured size distributions (Equation 3) has been assessed (Figure S5).
13

The calculated bsca are ~15% lower than the observed bsca for both PMall and PM2.5, which is outside
the combined uncertainty for the CRD and size distribution measurements (which is ~11% from
error propagation). Some of the difference may result from differential losses between or within
the sizing instruments and the CRD, although this seems generally unlikely to explain the entire
5

difference, as losses of particles in the submicron range should be small. There is greater scatter
in the PMall light scattering comparison than there is from the PM2.5 comparison, which likely
results both from the APS measurements being made at a different time than the CRD and SEMS
measurements and the need for dilution correction. Some of the difference between the observed
and calculated bsca may be attributable to the assumption of spherical particles in the calculations,

10

although similar closure was obtained (within 16%) between observed and calculated bsca for
atomized NaCl, suggesting that this is unlikely to explain the difference. It is possible that the
diameters measured by the SEMS may have been too small. Wiedensohler et al. (2012) reported
that sizing errors between instruments can be up to 10%. If the measured diameters are increased
by 8%, then a 1:1 agreement between the measured and calculated extinction values is obtained.

15

However, tests conducted during the study in which a 2nd DMA was used to size-select
monodisperse particles in the range 100-300 nm indicated agreement between the instruments to
within 1%. Additional tests after the study using 220 nm monodisperse polystyrene latex spheres
(PSLs) demonstrated the SEMS sizing was good to better than 1%, suggesting that sizing
inaccuracies cannot explain the difference absent some fundamental problem with the data

20

inversion procedure for size distributions (Lopez-Yglesias et al., 2014), which seems unlikely.
Uncertainty in the assumed RI value for the dry particles may explain a small fraction (<5%) of
the difference. Additionally, if the dry particles had retained some water in the CRD but not the
SEMS, then the observed bsca would be larger than the calculated value. However, the RH in the
CRD dry channel is much lower than the efflorescence RH for NaCl (~45% (Biskos et al., 2006)),

25

and thus it seems unlikely that residual water would have contributed substantially to the
difference. Regardless of the explicit reason for the difference in calculated and observed absolute
values of bsca, since the calculation of f(RH) depends on the ratio between the bsca for wet and dry
particles, such absolute differences do not strongly affect the retrieval of GF(85%) values. We
have tested the sensitivity of the retrieval method to an 8% increase in the particle diameters. The
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retrieved GF values are increased by a marginal amount (0.015-0.03) when the diameters are

14

increased, and thus such potential sizing uncertainty does not affect the main conclusions presented
here.
3.1

Indoor MART
The temporal variation in Chl-a concentrations, the derived GF(85%) and various particle

5

composition metrics are shown in Figure 3 for the indoor MART. As has been previously observed
in microcosm experiments, the measured Chl-a time series exhibits a distinct peak (Lee et al.,
2015), which in this case occurred on 16 July at a value of 10 μg L-1. This Chl-a concentration is
around the upper end of values observed for large phytoplankton blooms observed in the oceans,
in particular near coastal regions (O'Reilly et al., 1998). After the peak the Chl-a concentration

10

dropped relatively quickly to around 1.5 μg L-1 (15% of the peak) and then eventually to ~1.4 μg
L-1 (14% of the peak). The DOC concentrations varied from 240 to 350 μM C, increasing rapidly
when the Chl-a concentration peaked and then staying relatively constant around 320 μM (Figure
S6A). The peak DOC range is somewhat larger than values typically observed for blooms in the
ocean, which are only ~130 - 250 μM C (Kirchman et al., 1991; Norrman et al., 1995). The
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temporal variation in heterotrophic bacteria concentration was similar to that for DOC, and
heterotrophic bacteria concentrations ranged from ~1 x 106 to 1.2 x 107 mL-1 (Figure S6A), which
is comparable to concentrations observed in the ocean (Li, 1998).
The GF(85%) values determined for the indoor MART ranged from 1.79 to 1.9 and exhibited
distinct temporal variations, decreasing from 1.88 ± 0.04 on 16 July, just as the Chl-a peaked, to a

20

minimum range of 1.79 ± 0.03 to 1.80 ± 0.01 from 17 July to 18 July when the Chl-a concentration
dropped to 3.41 ± 1.89 μg L-1, and then recovering back to 1.90 ± 0.03 on 7/20 (Figure 3A). The
range of these values is 10-15% lower than the value of ~2.1 for pure (inorganic) sea salt (Ming
and Russell, 2001). There is a one day lag between the peak in Chl-a and the (temporary)
depression in GF(85%).

25

The NR-OM volume fractions of SSA varied from 0.29 to 0.50 throughout the course of the
indoor MART microcosm experiment (Figure 3). The observation of such large εorg values is
consistent with the substantial depressions in the GF(85%) values relative to pure, inorganic sea
salt (2.1). The temporal variation in the εorg was generally similar to that of the GF(85%) values,
with smaller GF(85%) values corresponding to larger εorg values, although the peak in εorg is

30

somewhat sharper than the dip in the GF(85%). The inverse relationship between the GF(85%)
15

and εorg is consistent with organic compounds being less hygroscopic than sea salt. The O:C ratio
of the NR-OM had an average value of 0.25 ± 0.05 (1σ), which is similar to the value of 0.20 ±
0.08 reported by Frossard et al. (2014) for primary NR-OM that was generated from the open
ocean using the “sea sweep” (Bates et al., 2012). The O:C ratio of NR-OM in the indoor MART
5

generally increased with time, from 0.17 to 0.30, but also exhibited a temporary decrease on 17
July, the day when the GF(85%) and εorg both first dropped. Since O:C often correlates with
hygroscopicity for organics (at least for multi-component mixtures), this behavior may indicate a
general increase in the hygroscopicity of the NR-OM with time (Cappa et al., 2011; Massoli et al.,
2010). However, since the hygroscopicity of organic aerosol with O:C values in this range has
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generally been found to be small, the observed variations in O:C may not have a noticeable impact
on the overall behavior of the GF(85%) values.
The explicit co-variation of εorg and the GF(85%) values is shown in Figure 4. Assuming that
volume mixing rules apply (i.e. the Zdanovskii-Stokes-Robinson (ZSR) mixing rules (Stokes and
Robinson, 1966)), the overall, effective GF (GFobs) can be estimated as:

15
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𝐺𝐹𝑜𝑏𝑠 = ((1 − 𝜀𝑜𝑟𝑔 ) ∙ 𝐺𝐹𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑡 3 + 𝜀𝑜𝑟𝑔  ∙ 𝐺𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑔 3 )

(5)

where GForg is the GF value for pure OM and GFsea salt is the GF value expected for pure sea salt.
The ZSR line connecting GFsea salt(85%) = 2.1 and GForg(85%) = 1.0 provides the minimum value
20

expected for any fraction of OM relative to sea salt. Low GForg(85%) values (~1.0) have been
observed for fatty acids (Vesna et al., 2008), which have been found in SSA particles in the
atmosphere (Mochida et al., 2002) and were observed in SSA produced in a related mesocosm
experiment (Wang et al., 2015; Cochran et al., 2016). Values above this line indicate that the GF
of the OM in the sampled SSA particles is, on average, greater than 1. Equation 5 was fit to the
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data shown in Figure 4 to determine an average value for GForg(85%) for the indoor MART. The
best-fit GForg(85%) was 1.16 ± 0.09, which falls between GForg = 1.0 expected for nonhygroscopic OM, such as fatty acids, and GForg expected for more soluble OM, such as sugars (e.g.
GForg(85%) = 1.24 ± 0.04 has been observed for glucose (Mochida and Kawamura, 2004)). (The
uncertainty on GForg(85%) is the fit uncertainty and does not account for uncertainties in either the
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CE for SSA particles or in OM.) This value for GForg can be interpreted as an optically-weighted
16

average for the OM component of the SSA particles sampled here. Although the derived GForg
values are reasonable, as the CE is relatively uncertain for sea spray particles (Ovadnevaite et al.,
2012; Frossard et al., 2014) and the ρOM is also uncertain, the derived value for GForg should be
viewed as suggestive only.
5

One important issue to consider in assessing the quantitative nature of the derived
GForg(85%) value is that the mass-weighted organic fractions used to determine εorg do not
necessarily have the same weighting with respect to particle size as do the GF(85%) values. The
scattering-weighted median diameter, relevant to the GF(85%) measurements, was dp,m = 530 nm.
The mass-weighted size distribution of OM can be estimated from the size distribution of a
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particular tracer ion in the AMS mass spectrum, specifically the ion at m/z = 43, which is indicative
of total organic mass (Figure S7). (Interference from the large signal contribution from inorganic
ions prohibited explicit determination of the total NR-OM size distribution, and thus only the m/z
= 43 ion is used.) The peak in the NR-OM mode occurs at dva ~ 1 μm, which corresponds to dp,m
= 560 nm. This is comparable to the scattering-weighted median diameter, suggesting that the
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temporal variations in the GF(85%) and εorg can be compared. However, the AMS aerodynamic
lens imposes a 50% cut diameter of ~1 μm (Canagaratna et al., 2007) and thus the observed peak
in m/z 43 likely occurs at a diameter that is somewhat too small compared to the actual distribution.
There was also a strong temporal correlation observed between the GF(85%) values and the
number fractions of ATOFMS mass spectra categories. Specifically, the decrease in GF(85%)
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values after the bloom peak corresponded to a shift from particles that generated mass spectra
dominated by sea salt ion markers (SS type) to particles with strong spectral signatures indicative
of organic or biological influence (SSOC and Mg type). (The measurements made just after
nutrient addition on 9 July are a notable exception, discussed below). The inverse relationship
between the GF(85%) and the SS type particle spectra is consistent with the inverse relationship

25

between the GF(85%) and εorg, providing additional confidence that the temporal variations in
GF(85%) are driven by variations in particle composition. The SSOC mass spectral type is
identified in large part by the presence of carbon-containing peaks (CN- and CNO-) and K+ and
Ca+ in the mass spectrum (see Figure S2). The Mg-type spectra are characterized by their large
Mg+ peak, which has been previously attributed to the presence of biological material (e.g.
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bacteria) (Guasco et al., 2013; Prather et al., 2013), as well as by smaller Ca+ and K+ peaks (Figure
S2). Both the SSOC and Mg spectral types are depleted in peaks corresponding to Na or NaCl. It
17

is important to note, however, that dried SSA particles sampled by the ATOFMS can be spatially
chemically heterogeneous, with shells depleted in Na and rich in Mg, K, and Ca (Ault et al., 2013).
Thus, some fraction of the particles identified as having Mg or SSOC type spectra may be partially
explained by the incomplete ionization of sea salt particles (Sultana et al., In Prep.). However,
5

variations in the thickness of this Na-depleted shell likely reflect variations in the total particle
organic content. Therefore, increases in the fraction of SSOC or Mg type mass spectra generated
suggest a net increase in SSA particle organic content. On 9 July a substantial fraction of particles
containing large Fe+ peaks were observed; on all other days the Fe spectral-type particle fraction
was negligible. The Fe spectral-type particles may have had an influence on the observed GF(85%)
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values when present with high relative abundance. However, their large fraction on 9 July is a
result of nutrient addition and not biological changes in the seawater.
3.2

Outdoor MART
The temporal variation in Chl-a concentrations, the derived GF(85%) values and various

particle composition metrics are shown in Figure 5 for the outdoor MART. Like the indoor MART,
15

the Chl-a concentrations exhibited a characteristic rise and fall for the microcosm experiment.
However, the maximum Chl-a concentration was 51 μg L-1, which 5 times higher than the indoor
MART and likely due to greater PAR in the outdoor MART. Such high Chl-a concentrations are
well above those typically observed in the ocean. However, the Chl-a concentration rapidly
declined to 6 μg L-1 two days after the peak and then continued to decrease over the next week to
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<1.5 μg L-1. Both DOC and heterotrophic bacteria concentrations increased as the bloom
progressed until they stabilized around the point when Chl-a concentrations had returned
approximately to their pre-bloom levels, with DOC concentrations ranging from 200 to 300 μM C
and heterotrophic bacteria concentrations from 1 x 106 to a peak of 1.7 x 107 mL-1 (Figure S6B).
The GF(85%) values ranged from a maximum of 1.99 ± 0.03 to a minimum of 1.78 ± 0.04,
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again lower than what would be expected for pure sea salt (by 5-15%). Unfortunately, no prebloom measurements were possible for this experiment, with the first particle measurements made
for all instruments when the Chl-a concentration was peaking. The smallest GF(85%) values were
observed towards the end of the microcosm, when the Chl-a concentrations were at their lowest
point (< 1.5 μg L-1). The GF(85%) values exhibited two sequential decreases after the Chl-a peak,
18

the first after 3 days and the second after 6 days. The range of GF(85%) values for the SSA
particles from the outdoor MART were similar to those for the indoor MART
The observed εorg values for the SSA particles were similarly comparable to the indoor
MART (0.26 to 0.46). In general, decreases in GF(85%) values corresponded to increases in εorg
5

values, with the exception of the measurements on 7/30 (Figure 5C). Following the peak in Chla, the εorg values increase gradually over a few days, then stabilize, and finally exhibit an additional
increase six days after the bloom peak (Figure 5A). The temporal variations in εorg tracks neither
the Chl-a nor DOC concentrations. This suggests that, perhaps, biological processing and its
impact on the composition of organics in the sea water, more so than absolute organic
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concentrations, is important for determining the abundance of organic matter transferred into SSA
particles (Rinaldi et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2015; Quinn et al., 2014). However, further experiments
will be needed to confirm this hypothesis.
Values of GForg(85%) have again been estimated using the ZSR relationship (Eqn. 5) and the
observed GF(85%) and εorg. Assuming GFsea salt (85%) = 2.1, the derived GForg(85%) = 1.23 ±
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0.10 (Figure 4). This GForg(85%) for the outdoor MART is comparable to that obtained from the
indoor MART, suggesting that the OM generated from the outdoor MART has similar
hygroscopicity as the OM sampled from the indoor MART.
As with the indoor MART, there was a reasonable temporal correlation between the GF(85%)
values and the number concentration of SS spectral-type particles from the ATOFMS. The two
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most abundant non-SS particle mass spectra types were SSOC-type and Mg-type, with all other
types contributing negligibly. This is again an indication that the temporal variation in the
GF(85%) values corresponds to an evolution of the composition of the SSA particle population,
and is consistent with the variation in εorg.
4

25

Implications and Conclusions
The two MART microcosm studies provide two case studies relating variations in the

optically-weighted GF(85%) values and SSA particle composition for predominately
submicrometer SSA particles. For both microcosms, clear depression of the GF(85%) values,
relative to that for pure sea salt, occurred following the peak in Chl-a concentrations and upon the
death of both phytoplankton blooms, but with differing time lags between peak Chl-a and the
30

minimum GF(85%) between the experiments. This depression in GF(85%) values is consistent
19

with large εorg (0.25 – 0.50) values estimated using the NR-OM/PM1. The similar temporal
variations in GF(85%) and εorg, as well as with the ATOFMS particle mass spectra types,
demonstrates a clear link between SSA hygroscopicity and composition. For a given microcosm
experiment, the estimated hygroscopicity of OM components are similar, with GF(85%) = 1.16
5

for the indoor MART and 1.23 for the outdoor MART.
The observations here demonstrate that the climate impacts of marine-derived organic
compounds can go beyond their demonstrated ability to influence cloud condensation nuclei
efficacy (Quinn et al., 2014; Collins et al., 2013), additionally affecting the efficiency with which
SSA particles scatter solar radiation. This was previously suggested by the ambient measurements
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of Vaishya et al. (2013), who observed substantial differences in GF(90%) and f(RH) values for
submicron particles having very different εorg fractions in what were identified as clean marine air
masses. (Their GF(90%) values were measured using a hygroscopic tandem DMA (HT-DMA) for
size-selected particles with 35 nm ≤ dp,m ≤ 165 nm. Their f(RH) values were measured for PM1.)
They observed that increases in εorg had no effect on the GF(90%) until a threshold εorg was
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reached, specifically εorg > ~55%. Below this value, they measured GF(90%) value of ~ 2.3, which
is the expected value for pure sea salt at RH = 90%. Above this value, the observed a rapid fall off
in GF(90%) to a plateau at 1.22. This reported behavior differs from that observed for nascent SSA
particles sampled in the current study. Here, substantial depressions in GF(85%) (and f(RH))
relative to inorganic sea salt were observed when the εorg was only ~25%, and a co-variation
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between GF(85%) and εorg (and the ATOFMS SS spectral-type fraction) was observed. One
plausible reason for this difference is that nascent (freshly-emitted) SSA particles are measured
here whereas Vaishya et al. (2013) measured ambient particles that could be subject to
photochemical processing. Secondary organic aerosol formed from gases, such as monoterpenes
and isoprene, emitted from the ocean (Shaw et al., 2010) could have contributed to the NR-OM,
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although Vaishya et al. (2013) argue that this influence was negligible based on the literature.
Emission rates of such species from the ocean and their relationship with oceanic processes are
not well established. Although Vaishya et al. (2013) attempted to remove the influence of
secondary organics in their analysis (as well as the influence of non-sea salt sulfate), it is possible
that their analysis was complicated by the impacts of atmospheric processing. Another key
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difference is that relationship between the GF(85%) values and εorg observed in the current study
is consistent with ZSR behavior, while Vaishya et al. reported “bistable” behavior of the GF(90%)
20

values as a function εorg (i.e. the flat behavior at εorg < 55% and the steep fall off above). The
physical basis of this bistable behavior, and the functional form implied by their measurements, is
not easily explained. Finally, the GF(90%) measurements by Vaishya et al. were made for particles
with dp,m < 165 nm, while the composition was characterized with an HR-AMS. It is possible that
5

size mismatch between these measurements influenced their analysis. Mass-weighted size
distributions were not shown by Vaishya et al. (2013), however Frossard et al. show massweighted size distributions for ambient particles sampled in the remote marine boundary layer that
suggest that much of the organic mass is contained in particles > 165 nm. Our results clearly
indicate that compositional changes to nascent SSA particles, driven by variation in physical and
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biochemical processes in seawater, can impact the influence of water uptake on scattering by
submicron SSA even when εorg < 55%. The comparison with the Vaishya et al. (2013)
measurements suggests that this initial state can be further modified through atmospheric
processing.
The implications of these results are explored here through calculations of the net decrease
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(relative to pure sea salt) in the average per particle scattering that would theoretically result from
increasing amounts of OM in SSA particles, assuming that the SSA particles follow the ZSR
mixing rules (see Figure 6). This has been done for different assumed GF(85%)org values as a
function of εorg using the average size distribution for the outdoor MART shown in Figure 2B.
Given the particle size distributions measured here, this assessment pertains to submicron SSA,
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not the entire SSA particle size distribution observed over the ocean (which includes contributions
from supermicron particles (Kleefeld et al., 2002)). The range of εorg and GForg(85%) values
determined here (about 0.25-0.50 and 1.16-1.23, respectively) correspond to decreases in
scattering of about 15 to 30%. Thus, climate models that assume SSA particles behave like pure
sea salt or NaCl (Stier et al., 2005; Schmidt et al., 2006) may over-predict SSA particle scattering,
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dependent upon the exact RH fields in the model. However, the range of εorg observed here, ~0.25
to 0.50, may be larger than is typical in the ambient marine atmosphere, given that the MART
bloom experiments are more representative of regions of the ocean with high biological activity.
For example, O’Dowd et al. (2004) observed mass fractions of ~0.40 organic matter for SSA
particles with aerodynamic diameters between 0.5 and 1 μm during periods with high biological
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productivity, but < 5% for periods with low productivity. Regardless, the results presented here
suggest that OM in SSA particles may have a non-negligible, yet variable impact on the light
21

scattering by SSA particles in the ambient atmosphere (Figure S8). Most likely, the simulated
cooling effect of SSA particles due to aerosol-radiation interactions (i.e. the “direct effect”) would
be decreased relative to the assumption that all SSA behaves as sea salt. Recent climate modeling
studies (Partanen et al., 2014; O'Dowd et al., 2008) have attempted to account for variability in
5

OM fractions of SSA particles by parameterizing OM fraction as a function of Chl-a. However,
relating the OM fraction of SSA particles to simple ocean biological metrics like Chl-a still remains
challenging, as these metrics are often insufficient predictors for SSA particle composition (Quinn
et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015), and the measurements reported here indicate a clear lag between
the peak in Chl-a and the minimum in the GF(85%) values. Quantitative understanding of the
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climate impacts of SSA particles will require further understanding of the timing and relationships
between ocean biogeochemistry and SSA properties.
5
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Table 1. Summary of all instrumentation used in this study.
Sampling
Group

1

1

1

2

3

Group
MART Flow
Rates (LPM)
Input/Output

4.7 /3.7

4.7 /3.7

4.7/3.7

3.9/2.9

6.3/5.3

Group
Sampling
Duration
(hours)

1.5

1.5

1.5

2.0

1.0

Group
Instrument/Method
Sampling
Time After
Group #1
(hrs)
Particle Measurements
UCD Cavity
Ringdown
0
Spectrometer
(CRD)

Property Measured

Reference

Light extinction by
dry (<20% RH) and
humidified (RH
~85%) particles

(Langridge
et al., 2011;
Cappa et al.,
2012)

0

Scanning Electrical
Mobility Analyzer
(SEMS)

Dry particle
mobility size
distributionsfrom
dp,m = 15 to 1000
nm

0

High Resolution
Time of Flight
Aerosol Mass
Spectrometer (HRToF-AMS)

Bulk concentrations
of non-refractory
particulate
components of dry
particles from dva =
90 nm to 700 nm

(Canagaratna
et al., 2007)

9

Aerosol Time of
Flight Mass
Spectrometer
(ATOFMS)

Composition and
number
concentration of
dried individual
particles from dva =
300 nm to 3000 nm

(Gard et al.,
1998; Pratt et
al., 2009)

4.5

Aerodynamic
Particle Sizer
(APS)

Dry particle
aerodynamic size
distributions (0.7-20
m)

Waterside Measurements
Aquaflour
handheld portable
fluorimeter

Chlorophyll-a

High temperature
combustion

Dissolved organic
carbon

Epifluorescence
microscopy

Heterotrophic
bacteria
concentrations
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Table 2. Seawater conditions at the time of collection
Date
8 July
19 July

Time
12:00
12:00

Chlorophyll-a (ug/L)
0.998
2.171

Water Temp. (°C)
23.1214
20.7463

30

Pressure (dbar)
3.389
3.567

Salinity (PSU)
33.546
33.6051

Figure 1. Experimental schematic for MART sampling during the IMPACTS 2014 study, with
boxes labeled 1, 2, and 3 corresponding to different sampling configurations.
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Figure 2. Single (grey) and average (red or blue) number-weighted merged size distributions for
the (A) “indoor” and (B) “outdoor” MARTs averaged over the MART sampling period (1.5
hours) and (C) normalized integrated scattering as a function of dry mobility diameter for the
merged size distribution. The optically-weighted median diameters are 530 nm for the indoor
MART and 570 nm for the outdoor MART.
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Figure 3. Time series for the indoor MART chlorophyll-a (gray), PMall GF(85%) (red circles),
and (A) organic volume fraction (εorg) estimated from AMS non-refractory organic matter (NRPOM)/ PM1 mass (solid black line), ATOFMS sea salt (SS) cluster fractions (blue dashed line),
and ATOFMS SS + Iron type (Fe) cluster fractions (B) dominant non-sea salt cluster fractions
magnesium (Mg) type (dashed turquoise line), Fe, “Other” type, and contamination (black line)
and sea salt with organic carbon (SSOC) (orange line) cluster fractions, and (C) the AMS O/C
ratio (dashed black line). Note that the axis for εi is reversed to facilitate comparison to GF(85%)
values. The reported standard deviations for all properties is 1σ of the individual measurements
over each sampling period.
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Figure 4. PMall GF(85%) as a function of the fraction of organic volume fraction estimated from
AMS non-refractory organic matter (NR-POM)/ PM1 mass for the indoor (red circles) and the
outdoor (blue triangles) MARTs. ZSR fits to the data using Equation 5 are shown for the indoor
(dashed red line) and outdoor (dashed blue line) MARTs, assuming GFsea salt(85%) = 2.1 (dotted
grey line). The overall retrieved GForg(85%) values were 1.16 ± 0.09 and 1.23 ±0.10 for the indoor
and outdoor MARTs, respectively. The grey solid line connecting GF(85%) = 2.1 and GForg(85%)
= 1.0 provides the minimum value expected for any combination of GF(85%) .
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 3 above, but for the outdoor MART.
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Figure 6. Calculated fraction of scattering relative to pure sea salt particles at 85% RH as a
function of εorg, assuming the OM component of the SSA particles have the same, constant
hygroscopicity and a refractive index of 1.55 and the SSA particles follow the ZSR mixing rules.
The different curves are colored according to the assumed GForg(85%) value, ranging from 1.0 to
2.0, given GFsea salt(85%) = 2.1. The gray band shows the range of GForg values indicated by the
current measurements.
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